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1. ROLE OF THE PHYSICIAN IN THE PRESERVATION AND ’PROMOTION OF PEACE; ..
Supplementary Item of the Agenda (Documents A15/29 and Corr.l)
(continued)

Mr GARDNER (United States of America) said that his delegation had, on the 

basis of legal advice received from the Secretariat, decided to withdraw the 

proposal it had made to the Committee at the end of the previous meeting since that 

form of resolution might involve the Health Assembly in some difficulties.

His delegation proposed for. the ..consideration , of the Committee the following 

new draft resolution, which was intended to replace that proposed by the delegation 

of Saudi Arabia and which would read:

The Fifteenth World Health Assembly,

Considering the international responsibilities which rest upon the 
World Health Organization, and being aware of the close relationship 
which exists between health and the preservation of peace,

Bearing in mind the stipulations of the preamble to the Constitution 
of the World Health Organization which states, inter alia: "The health 
of‘all'peoples'Is' fundamental- to•the■attainment of peace and security and 
is dependent upon the fullest co-operation of individuals and States",

Desiring to emphasize the close relationship which exists between 
health -' defined as a state of -complete physical,- mental and social well- .., 
being - and the happiness, harmony and security of all peoples,

Considering that continuing progress in the improvement of world 
health will contribute importantly to peace,

1. DECLARES that physicians and all other medical workers have - in the 
exercise of their profession and through the relief and help they give to 
their patients - an important role to play in the preservation and promotion 
of peace, by contributing to the elimination or at least the attenuation of 
the causes of distress and dissatisfaction;

2. CALLS upon all Members to promote the cause of peace by intensifying 
their efforts to implement the principles and purposes embodied in the - • 
Constitution of the World Health Organization.
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It would be seen that that draft resolution incorporated most of the points 

made by the delegation of Saudi Arabia but omitted those which had given rise to 

controversy, thus endeavouring to embody the maximum consensus of opinion as 

revealed by the discussions at the previous meeting. He would welcome the opinion 

of other delegations on that text and on any possible improvements to it.

Mr GUNEWÆRDENE (Ceylon) said that the new text proposed by the United States 

delegation reflected certain changes which he had himself intended to propose.

The intention of the Saudi Arabian delegation in introducing the proposal had been 

to emphasize the important part physicians could play in the preservation and 

promotion of peace, and that purpose was clearly set out.in the. text submitted by 

the United States delegation, which seemed to him moreover to meet the general-views 

expressed in the course of the discussion.

It was important if the draft resolution were to have the full moral value 

desired for it to be adopted by a unanimous decision of the Committee. He would 

therefore urge the delegation of Saudi Arabia, in the interest of harmony, to 

accept the substitute resolution proposed. Doubts had been raised regarding, 

possible violation of medical ethics and regarding political interpretations in 

respect of the original draft resolution; unreserved.adoption of the new text 

would ensure that the purpose of the initiative was fulfilled and that it had its 

maximum impact on the medical profession as a whole.

Dr LISITSIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that his delegation was 

prepared to support the draft resolution submitted by the delegation of the United 

States, but that it would have preferred that text to retain at the end of.its -
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fourth preambular paragraph the words "as well as that peace is a basic condition 

for the preservation and improvement of the health of people in the whole world" 

which appeared in the amendment his delegation had submitted at the previous 

meeting to the original text proposed by the delegation of Saudi Arabia. The 

paragraph as a whole would then read:

"Considering that continuing progress in the improvement of world 
health will contribute importantly to peace, as well as that peace is a 
basic condition for the preservation and improvement of the health of 
people in the whole world,"

He agreed with the delegate of Ceylon that it was highly desirable for the 

Committee to arrive at a unanimous decision in the matter in order best to reflect 

the original purpose of the proposal made by Saudi Arabia to appeal to all the 

medical profession.

Mr GARDNER (United States of America) said that, in the interest of reaching 

agreement, his delegation accepted the amendment proposed by the USSR.

Dr MURRAY (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said that 

the draft resolution submitted by the United States delegation, as amended by that 

of the USSR, resolved the doubts he had earlier voiced on the original proposal 

and that he would vote in favour of it.

Mr KHANACHET (Saudi Arabia) was gratified that the praiseworthy attempts at 

conciliation by the delegations of the United States and the USSR had led to such 

a happy conclusion. His delegation was prepared to support the draft resolution 

proposed by the delegate of the United States, as amended by the delegate of the 

Soviet Union, and hoped that it would gain the unanimous support of the Committee
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in order to endorse most strongly the lofty cause to which it gave expression. As 

the original sponsor of the proposal, his delegation was sincerely grateful for the 

atmosphere of understanding which had prevailed and which was most appropriate for 

a resolution relating to the preservation and promotion of peace.

Dr MUDALIAR (India) thanked the delegations of the United States and of the 

USSR for the spirit of compromise they had shown. It was to be hoped that the 

same spirit would prevail in other fields also.

The CHAIRMAN noted that the Committee now appeared to have only a single 

proposal before it, i.e. the draft resolution proposed by the United States 

delegation, as amended by the delegate of the USSR. He hoped that all delegations 

would accept that proposal in a spirit of unanimity.

Mr SAITO (Japan) was gratified at the satisfactory outcome of the debate. 

Nevertheless, he had some doubts as to whether the adoption of such a resolution 

was a proper action by the Health Assembly.

Decision: The draft resolution submitted by the United States delegation, 
as amended by. the USSR delegation, was adopted unanimously.

The CHAIRMAN commended the excellent spirit of compromise which had made 

possible a unanimous decision on a very important subject.

2. EIGHTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN noted that the Committee had completed its agenda. It would be 

required to incorporate the resolution it had just adopted in its eighth report.

He suggested that, in order to save time and to enable the Committee to complete 
its business, the report could be presented immediately in oral form.

It was so agreed.
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Mr SIEGEL (Assistant Director-General), Secretary, presented orally the draft 

eighth report of the Committee, which would read as follows:

The Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters held
its tenth and eleventh meetings on 23 May 1962,

The Committee decided to recommend to the Fifteenth World Health
Assembly the adoption of the following resolution:

(Text of resolution adopted on previous item)

Decision: The draft eighth report was adopted.

3, CLOSURE OF SESSION

The CHAIRMAN said that he understood that no further items would be referred 

to the Committee for its consideration and that it had therefore completed its 

business «

He expressed his appreciation to all delegations for the valuable co-operation 

they had afforded him, and he commended their harmonious and constructive 

participation in the discussions which had greatly facilitated his task. He 

warmly thanked the Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur for their assistance, as well as 

all members of the Secretariat.

He wished all present a safe journey home.

Dr MUDALIÆR (India), speaking on behalf of all members of the Committee, 

conveyed to the Chairman his deep appreciation for the efficient and equable 

manner in which he had conducted the proceedings.

The meeting rose at 3-25 p.m.


